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1 I am writing in response to a letter i have received regarding proposed double yellow lines at 
the Arthur street junction with laburnum place in Sittingbourne. I live at number 16A Arthur 
street which is exactly on the site of the proposed lines. 
I would like you to find this email as my objection to the proposal. There is no vehicle 
restricting access for vehicles entering or exiting the parking area for these properties (17-20 
Arthur street) at any time of any day (since i am currently working from home due to shielding 
during a high-risk pregnancy therefore i am here 24 hours a day, every day). The area they 
have been allocated to park is very large and there is plenty of room for even a large van to 
move and turn easily here. 
Currently the elderly gentleman, who has a disabled badge and usually parks in the disabled 
space directly outside his property at 1A laburnum place (directly next to the entrance to this 
said parking area) is having to park outside his OWN gates/ access to his garden because there 
are recurrent road works within his disabled space - this has been ongoing for some time and 
the road has been left dug up for an unacceptable length of time. This is actually what is 
causing the obstruction to laburnum place (nothing to do with the parking area for 17-20 
Arthur street). Having these road works here for prolonged time with no one actually working 
on makes it dangerous for this gentleman to enter and exit his property, especially in the dark; 
it restricts access to ambulances and other emergency vehicles from accessing our houses in a 
timely manner and It also means he has no option but to park over these gates. This area 
overlaps VERY mildly with the huge opening to the parking area but is in absolutely no way 
obstructing anyone from getting in or out and is also outside his own property and gate 
entrance. For ease I have attached photographs of the road works inside his disabled space; 
the obstruction this is actually causing for all cars coming round the corner in to laburnum 
place and also how much space these vehicles have to get into their properties with this 
gentleman's car parked outside his gates. These have all been taken from my property 
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windows so I can see very clearly there is no issue. 
Could you also take this e-mail as a complaint about the length of time these road works have 
been left here and the obstruction they are causing. Since this is the problem to all of the 
issues.

2 I'm the daughter of the resident of 1a Laburnum Place and my father objects to having double yellow 
lines being put over the dog bone of 1a Laburnum Place or over the same at the entrance to 17-20 
Arthur Street parking area.

Please find pictures attached of the entrance to 17-20 Arthur Street parking area. You can also see 
pictures of work being carried outside 1a Laburnum Place which still have not been completed, they 
was started over a month ago and seem to be forgotten about.

Please find more photos attached of the entrances of 17-20 Arthur Street and 1a Laburnum Place.

I am writing on behalf of my father, W.E Perfect of 1a Laburnum Place.

I Mr W.E Perfect have obtained oral, photographic and video evidence to prove that this one resident 
that the council received a request from for double lines in Arthur Street and Laburnum Place was lying 
to the council. My wife passed away in February 2019 and at this present time I can do without all this 
aggravation that this one resident is causing me. 
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